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BASK in AFTERSCHOOL!


Afterschool is Cool! Great afterschool programs can be ideal environments for learning,
teaching, and facilitating the positive physical, social, emotional, and intellectual
development of children. Great afterschool programs are naturally less stressful and
more playful than other settings in a child’s life. Great afterschool programs are
characterize d by lots of movement, by a focus on practical
life skills and a sense of community, and by relevant, hands-on, physical,
engaging, multi-sensory, self-selected activities. Great afterschool programs
are intrinsically social, novel, enriching, challenging, and empowering. Great
afterschool programs do four things very well when it comes to curriculum
design, they B.A.S.K. They Begin very well; they Adjust, Adapt, Apply, and
Assess very well; they Sneak standards in very well; and they Kick learning
up a notch very, very well! Afterschool is Cool – B.A.S.K. in Afterschool!

B = Begin (Baby Steps: a mnemonic that we use to help
remember this step in our staff training sessions)

With an Activity. We think great afterschool programming is a little like cooking. If you are hungry or
have a hungry guest, you’ve gotta begin somewhere. You might begin by looking in the refrigerator; in
afterschool we might begin by looking in the supply closet. We plan activities based on what supplies or
equipment are available. If you are hungry, you might begin with a memory of one of your favorite things
to eat; in afterschool we might begin with one of our treasured favorite activities from our experiences
working in afterschool or with one of our personal favorite activities we enjoyed as a child. In cooking,
you might begin by looking in a a cookbook; in afterschool we can begin by browsing to find an activity
idea you like from next month’s activity calendar or from one of your many activity books. In cooking
you might begin with special dietary needs of the person you are cooking for; in afterschool we might
begin by looking at subject areas for specific standards that are part of the specific academic needs of the
children in our programs.

With a Standard(s). Browse to find an educational standard that you have knowledge of – be prepared
to learn if you ARE smarter than a 5th grader! After identifying a standard that you wish to teach, think
of a playful, engaging, novel, hands-on activity that could help teach the
skill. Make even cooler with some relevancy, movement, music, family
involvement, field trip, guest presentation, community involvement, or a
theme/club. Enhance activities to intentionally and specifically teach a
standard without sacrificing the playful nature of the activity.

With Engagement and Relevance. Engage the children – find out what
they know about the skill/info, find out how it is important to them, find
out what problems it is associated with for them. Relevance answers the
WIIFM question, “What’s In It For ME?” Ask yourself, “Why is it important
for someone to learn this standard/skill?” “What is the value of learning
this skill?” Answer the question, “What is in this activity for them?” Engage
them by connecting the standard you are focusing on with real life meaning. We call this “framing.” We
want to frame the activity in the best light by first showing them why it is their best interest to participate
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and do their best! Describe how the skill will help them to get reach the goals they have for themselves,
how it will make them happy, how it will give them control, how it will help them make friends, how it
will help them to be more competent and confident, etc.

With a Plan. Make a “lesson” plan. Plan your work, and then
work your plan. In this book, we have included several activity and
project planning templates. These are tools that guide activity
planners through a process that ensures the vital components of a
brain-friendly activity are included (Novelty, Emotions,
Enrichment, Rituals, Challenge, Feedback, Movement). Our activity
plan philosophy is based on a 5-Part Model: first engage the
learner, then frame the learning, then do the activity, then debrief,
and then tell stories and make links to life – make it real for them.

A = Adjust, Adapt, Apply, Assess (Fancy Footwork - Side Step, Bob & Weave: a
mnemonic that we use to help remember this step in our staff training sessions)
In his new book Green Light Classrooms: Teaching Techniques that Accelerate Learning, Dr. Rich Allen,
highly regarded educator and master trainer/teacher, provides brain-compatible strategies designed to
inspire students and ignite their desire to learn. In each section, Rich introduces an innovative teaching
technique and then invites the readers to “Adjust, Adapt, and Apply” the technique to their specific
content, situation, audience, etc. Great afterschool programs have always been great at this. We take
games and adjust them to make them match a theme. We adapt when we don’t have all of the supplies
listed on activity instructions. We adjust activities for different age groups. Now we can be more
intentional about applying these skills to academic content. Finally, we take adjust, adapt, and apply and
add another step – assess. This creates a cycle of continuous improvement – Adjust, Adapt, Apply, Assess
– and then do it all over again, and again, and again!

A4 for People. Put the children first in your mind. Teach people, not
content; teach children, not standards. Sticking with the cooking
metaphor this would translate as serve people, not food. Of course food
is important, but the people are more important. This means thinking
about the people above the content; put the children first, and build the
activity around them. Think about the developmental level of your
children. How will you engage them, make the learning relevant and fun?
How can you ensure your activity is challenging and developmentally
appropriate for your children? Should this activity be limited to older
children? Is this activity better with a mixed age group, so older children
can help younger children? How can you involve and engage diverse
children? To stick with the nutrition analogy, some people think that a play-based program is like giving
kids candy; whereas, an academics-based program is like giving them broccoli. Don’t fall into that trap!
It is not either/or! Great afterschool programs are great at preparing broccoli that tastes fantastic – we
prepare it in a way that makes kids LOVE broccoli!

A4 for Logistics. Now that you have considered the people and made appropriate adjustments to the
activity, think about the program logistics. How must the activity be adapted to the physical space of
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your program? Is this activity better scheduled on a morning in the before-school program, during the
afterschool program, or on full-days like Martin Luther King Day or during Spring Break Camp? Is the
activity more appropriate for a particular season? Would it hamper the activity if it was too hot or too
cold? How must you adapt the activity to meet your budget requirements? How must your adjust it to
the size/demographic of your group?

A4 for Content. Now that you have put the children first, in the center of your plan and have designed it
with their biology and your special logistics in mind, it is time to build the tools, techniques and
technology you will use to deliver the content. Go back to those activity ideas and standards that you
Began with and build on them, applying broader and better strategies. In addition to the specific
academic standard, give them PIES - Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, and Social Skills! What other
academic standards can you branch into and cross-connect with? Can you sneak some science into that
literacy based activity or sneak some literacy into that science activity? Can you apply a theme or a club
as a tool to build a longer term project from a single activity idea?
Can you use themes or clubs to branch out and cross connect with
potential learning in every content area? Can you apply a strategy
you discover to completely different content areas? Can you take
that “hopspellscotch” game that you observed as part of a spelling
activity and apply it to multiplication?

Assess and Repeat – Do a “taste test!”
Stop and Coach. In cooking, you wouldn’t wait until the
dish was done to taste it and adjust the seasoning. In
afterschool, don’t wait until the end of the activity to do a
little assessment, coaching, and improvement. If you always wait until the activity is over, you may
debrief and the children learn what they did wrong, but never get a chance to apply the learning,
never get a chance to get it right – to succeed. Stop and Coach gives them a chance to self correct
and improve before the activity is over - immediate success.
In cooking, you’d ask the person eating your food
how they like it! In afterschool, we ask kids, what’s working? What isn’t working? How is
communication/leadership happening? What could we improve? If we had a chance to do this
again, what would we do differently? (“AOP” and these three questions were developed by educator
and speaker Michael Brandwein and are from his book, Learning Leadership (Brandwein 2003, Chap.
12); used here with permission.)

AOP Questions = Awareness of Process.

AOL Questions = Awareness of Learning. If you’ve been subtle the academic content you might
be focusing on, the kids might have learned, but still be mostly unaware of exactly what they learned
academically. Making them aware of the academic purpose of the activity will establish relevance
and help the learning to stick. Ask what they liked about the activity. Ask what they didn’t like.
State the standard verbatim - name it for them – let them in on the secret - what you were trying to
teach. Then ask questions to discover what they learned or how well they learned the standard. In
cooking for kids, it is sometimes wise to first let them enjoy the food before pointing out that it
contained…spinach!

KWL Chart: a tool to maximize learning. K = Know; what do you already know about this subject?
Can you make any real world connections between your life and this subject? Acknowledge previous
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learning before the activity begins. W = Want; what do YOU want to know?
What goals/outcomes/results do we want? What skills will we need to be
successful at meeting our goal/getting what we want? What will YOU do when
you need the skill? This engages the participants and establishes relevancy.
We call it “Prebrief.” Prebrief isn’t really a word, but we’ve been doing a
debrief after the activity for a number of years, and we think it is wise to set
them up for success by doing a little prebrief before the activity begins. L =
Learn; what did you learn? The L of the KWL tool is an awareness of learning
question. Have a plan to debrief after completing the activity. What worked?
What didn’t? How could we improve this if we tried it again? Summarize,
evaluate, and do a “closer” to make the most out of the activity. We sometimes ask kids to close their
eyes and raise their hands in the air. Then we instruct them to lower their hand when they agree
with what we are about to say next. Then we say, “Lower your hands if you know this (standard)
just a little bit – kinda sorta, but not a lot. Then we say, “Lower your hands if you know this pretty
well.” Finally we say, “Lower your hands if you know this SO WELL that you could help teach other
kids the skill.” This is a non-threatening way to get some AOL assessment and feedback of the
effectiveness of your activity, so you can adapt, adjust, and apply in the future, when the cycle starts
again.

S = Sneakin’ in the Standards (Tip Toe: a mnemonic that we use to help
remember this step in our staff training sessions)
Now that you have Begun with a good idea and developed a good plan that you have Adjusted, Adapted,
Applied, and Assessed, it is time to focus on how you will deliver the academic content. It is not about
allowing some “free play” and then saying, “Fun time is over kids, come sit down and I will teach you!”
My mom was famous for sneaking food into our mouths that she knew we didn’t want to eat! She’d sneak
a little wheat germ (yuck) into our mac and cheese (yum). She’d cut up onion into little bitty pieces, so
tiny she hoped we wouldn’t even notice (sometimes we noticed, but the pieces were too small to find and
remove, so we ate them). In afterschool, we can follow her example. This third step is about Sneaking
learning into engaging, relevant, multi-modal, playful activities in a way that they will be eager to gobble
up the activities and LOVE the learning that is intentionally embedded within them!

Direct Teaching takes ESP: This is when you give a mini-lecture (10 minutes or less is brain-friendly)
when setting up an activity, embedded within the activity, or even at the end to be the most sneaky. The
first step is to Explain the standard/skill – what it looks like, what it doesn’t look like, what sub-skills
support the target skill (what other skills are needed to practice the target skill), and strategies for
developing the skill. The second step is to Show the skill. The adult may model the skill by
demonstrating the skill or acting it out in a role play or puppet show. The final step is to Practice the
skill. The adult may model the skill and then let the children practice the language and tone modeled by
the caregiver, or practice it by role-playing or using puppets. The practice step is important in the
learning the skill and should not be omitted. Direct teaching can be a precursor to an activity using an
integrated teaching lesson that focuses on a specific skill.

Integrated Teaching: This is when you sneak learning into an activity. Step 1: Choose. What social
skill do you want to teach; and what activity will be good for teaching it? Or What activity do you want to
do and what social skill is most needed for a successful activity? Step 2: Plan. What social skills will we
need to teach? How will we carry out the activity? Step 3: Introduce and Ask. Explain the Activity and
Ask, “What will it take to be successful?” and “What will YOU do when it comes time to use that skill?”
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Step 4: Do the Activity. Situational Teaching may arise here. Step 5: Debrief. Closure and Recap. How
did it go? What did we do well? What could we do better?

Situational Teaching: This is when you focus on the emerging teachable moment. Situational teaching
involves coaching, mentoring, and giving suggestions on possible strategies. Situational teaching
happens in the heat of the moment (or just before it if caregivers are observing well), when kids who do
not have developed social skills may need some gentle coaching or reminders to “use that skill of ____ we
were talking about right now.” The caregiver does not swoop in as judge and jury taking control of the
situation. Like a good coach, the caregiver first observes carefully, and then intervenes with some
questions. The caregiver intervenes gently, objectively (not taking sides), and not intrusively and stays
just long enough to give them a boost and then let them try it. The caregiver may remind children of
relaxation strategies such as walking to the water fountain, muscle exercises or intentional breathing.
Situational teaching may occur during an integrated teaching lesson or it may be a follow up to an
integrated or direct teaching strategy.

Learn with Pleasure! Regardless of the teaching strategy or
learning environment, what we learn with pleasure we never forget.
Strong positive emotions help memories stick in the brain.
Learning that is active and experiential, involving movement, and
arousing positive emotions is more effective than disseminating
information in a one-way flow from teacher to learner. Traditional
seatwork engages less of the brain than playful learning. Brain
development is enhanced by play. If you want your children learn
more, then get them moving and get them involved. A break from
academics can significantly enhance academic performance because
time invested “off-content” is essential to the learning process. So,
start “playing” more and
“working” less. Play is one of the
most effective strategies for learning and it ought to be a fundamental
part of teaching. School-age care providers must create a program that
provides the environments, relationships and experiences that
promote playful learning and the nurturing of a positive emotional
state.

Caught vs. Taught; Problems vs. Answers; Plants vs. Flowers.
So learning is intentionally taught, but MUCH more of the knowledge
stored in our brains was simply caught. When my three year old
daughter asked me if I had too much high-interest credit card debt or
stubborn belly fat, I realized she had caught too much from TV
watching. The point is that talking isn’t teaching and listening isn’t
learning. We are actually unaware of much of what we learn. What we learn depends more on our
experiences than direct instruction. No one taught you to walk, but you learned it. Like great
classrooms, great afterschool program must be hands-on and experiential. We must give children lots
of opportunities to try novel tasks, to take risks, to challenge themselves. This means we have to let
them make mistakes - falling down is part of learning how to walk. We have to support them in their
mistakes and celebrate with them when they succeed. We need to put learning before “teaching.” We
need to give children more problems to solve, rather than answers to the test. We need to teach them
how to grow their own plants, rather than give them cut flowers. Great afterschool programs nurture
a sense of exploration and discovery. When children discover and construct their own learning, they
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have a sense of ownership. The knowledge becomes their own, and not simply something from a
textbook to memorize. A leader is best when people barely know he exists. Not so good when people obey
and acclaim him. Worse when they despise him. But of a good
leader who talks little when his work is done, and his aim fulfilled
they will say, "We did it ourselves." - Lao Tsu

K = Kick IT Up a Notch (Kick)
World famous celebrity TV chef Emeril Lagasse is
renowned for a loud, colorful, almost flamboyant
cooking style. He’s the guy who shouts, “BAM!”
when adding a little bit of salt, and a clove of garlic
elicits cheers from the audience. He is legendary
for taking traditional recipes, something out of a
cookbook you might have on your shelf, and then
kicking it up a notch. He might take your mother’s meatloaf and kick it up a notch by
substituting a novel ingredient like chorizo sausage for boring ground beef, throwing in
some cayenne pepper (Bam, Bam!), serving it with mashed mixed root vegetables
instead of the standard potatoes, and then plating it and garnishing it beautifully. He
might kick up your standard buffalo wings by using only the choice “drummette” pieces, marinating them
overnight in buttermilk, garlic, and hot sauce to get them “happy, happy, happy,” and serving them up
golden brown with homemade (food of love) blue cheese sauce. The final step in planning activities that
model best practices and overall greatness in quality afterschool programming is to take your wellplanned, well-adapted, well-designed activity plans that sneak in academic standards and Kick them Up a
Notch! Take activities from your shelf, even old favorites and kick them up by adding novelty, surprising
experiences, and unique ingredients that engage all the senses. Here are some specific ways to kick up
your activities!

Music! - Kick it up with music (Emeril cooks with the Emeril Live Band).
Music’s importance to the brain and learning is prevalent in
educational research. Music engages many areas of the brain
and has multiple far-reaching effects on the mind. In schoolage care programs, arousing music can be used during games
or clean-up activities. Relaxing music can be used in a quiet
home-like area of the program or as background music
during reading. Listening to background music can
substantially improve reading comprehension. Singing in
school-age care programs not only stimulates the brain, but is
correlated with abstract thinking skills, verbal skills, and
higher reading scores. Music can turn your activity into an
EVENT. We have included suggested songs that correlate
with many of the activities in this book. Some may be played
during the activity, while others may be more appropriate to
play when setting up the activity, during movement that
doesn’t require listening, during the debriefing or practice
stage, or while cleaning up after the activity. We hope they
enrich your fun factor!
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Bam! – Kick it up with Spice and Great Ingredients!
What are some new and interesting little pinches of flavors you can add to your activity?
 Start your activity with a WOW demonstration – Bam!
 Add movement – Bam!
 Bring in a guest presenter – Bam!
 Add a food component – Bam!
 Add novelty – something strange and surprising – Bam!
 Add a prop – something they can touch, hold, and examine – Bam!
 Do your small experiment on a grander scale – Bam!
 Go more, go hotter, go bigger – Bam!
 Get the good stuff - professional supplies – Bam!
 Take it out on parade – show the community – Bam!
 Throw in a grand finale field trip – Bam, Bam!
 Take your time, and do it RIGHT (It’s a Food of LOVE Thing) – Bam
 Kick it up notches previously unknown to mankind and make an
entire big parent/community event out of the beginnings of one
single activity idea – Bam, Bam, Bam!

Pow! – Kick it up w/ Professional Plating, Picture-Perfect Presentation, & Proof.
If it is worth learning it is worth documenting and celebrating. If it is a worthwhile activity, it is worth
doing it right!










Keep portfolios of proof of your children’s goals, work and improvement – Pow!
Take the time to celebrate, document and prove in a proficient manner your alignment with academic
standards – Pow!
When the group accomplishes something, take photos of the evidence and display it – Pow!
Kick it up even more – get the pictures and articles in the school newsletter - even more – the local
newspaper - Pow, Pow!
When the children work hard on a piece of art, frame it or display it in a professional way – Pow!
Kick it up even more – make it an art show event – Pow, Pow!
Pay attention to the little details and add those finishing touches that show the talent, capability,
gifted nature, and true art of your great afterschool program creation – Pow!
Make your program picture perfect, photo-ready, a living Kodak
moment worthy of documenting and preserving for the future – a
masterpiece worthy of a beautiful frame - Pow, Pow!
It is all about how you finish – finish like a PRO and you ARE a PRO –
Pow, Pow, Pow!
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